Life without LIMITS

“I'm a US Navy veteran with ALS and recently received my Obi. I can't even begin to describe how happy I am! Before Obi, eating was a horrible struggle as my shoulders and hands were failing. My alternative was to interrupt the dining experience of my friends or family members so they could feed me.

As a result of eating with Obi's assistance, I've been able to maintain my weight and, of equal importance to me, I'm able to eat independently and enjoy dining with my family.

Please know Obi is much more than a product you sell; Obi is a means to independence and restored joy while eating.”

- Shelly H.
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The first dining robot of its kind
Magical MOMENTS

Eating is one of life’s great pleasures, but this isn’t the case for millions of people - and we don’t think that’s right. We feel everyone deserves access to an independent and empowering dining experience.

This mission has led us to create Obi, the first robotic dining companion of its kind.

Intuitive DESIGN

Obi gives the diner control over food selection and delivery. Obi increases independence, social interaction, and effective food delivery like never before.

Effective Food Capture
Obi's patented features, including multi-directional food capture, portion control, spoon wiping, and food repositioning, allow for optimal and efficient food delivery.

Customized Delivery Position
Obi allows the caregiver to tailor the food delivery location for each diner in seconds.

Switch Operation
Operated with accessibility switches, Obi is controlled by any part of the body that can activate the switch. Obi even works with Sip-and-Puff attachments!

Independent Dining
Controlled by the diner, one switch commands selection of food and the other switch commands food delivery.

Easy Cleaning
Wipe Obi's base and arm with a disinfecting wipe or damp towel. Wash the spoon, plate, and placemat in the sink or dishwasher.

Lightweight and Portable
At 7 lbs, Obi comes equipped with a rechargeable lithium ion battery, making it perfect to pack up and eat on the go!

Intended USERS

Obi accommodates a spectrum of people who have difficulty feeding themselves. Diners should possess the ability to safely, and successfully, operate Obi as well as the ability to chew and swallow without assistance. Candidates for Obi may be living with the following conditions:

- Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS)
- Amputation
- Arthrogryposis Multiplex Congenita (AMC)
- Cerebral Palsy
- Essential Tremor
- Muscular Dystrophy
- Multiple Sclerosis
- Parkinson’s Disease
- Spinal Cord Injury
- Conditions impairing upper extremity motor control

CREDENTIALS

Registered and compliant with the FDA as a Class 1 Medical Device

This device complies with applicable directives of the European Union, including the medical device directive as a Class I, non-sterile, non-measuring device

This device complies with the standards for safety specified in UL 1431: Personal Healthcare & Hygiene Appliances